The Programming & Computer Science program at
Burlington Technical Center (BTC) is a projectbased program that prepares students in one of
three related career pathways: Programming, Web
Development, or Cybersecurity.

Hear from a Professional in the Field!

View Allison, Julie, and Moriah’s interview here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r10U5g31Tyo
Allison Lawrence, Julie Berlin, and Moriah Hounsell all work on the Software Development team at OnLogic. Allison is
the Development Team Manager, Julie is the Lead Web Developer, and Moriah is the Business Analyst.

In Julie’s words...
“This is a good job if you’re
someone who’s curious and
someone who likes to learn and
wants to keep learning throughout
their career…If you even have a
little inkling in your mind that you
might be interested in a career in
tech, then try it. Absolutely try it.”

Allison, Julie, and Moriah each offer a different viewpoint into the Software Development
field and show the truly wide spectrum of jobs available within a given career field.
Allison got a degree in Software Engineering at Vermont Technical College – in which she
was the only woman out of eight students in her program – before working as a Developer
at OnLogic. After doing that for several years, she was offered the opportunity to move into
her current manager role. In her current role, her main focus is to support her Software
Development team and to protect the goals of the team.

Julie explored a variety of other career options before pursuing a tech career. She attended
school for Fine Arts, then held jobs as a police officer, a Mutual Fund Representative (in the
finance industry), and in data visualization, design and marketing. It was through the last
job that she began to move more and more into the technical components, and realized her interest in the computer technology
field. In her role, Julie said that she focuses on completing “tickets,” or tasks, that come in each day with technical problems that
need to be addressed.
Moriah got a degree at college in Anthropology, and she runs a photography business on the side. Moriah explained that she’s
found that her current job supports her creativity through working on innovative ideas that fit within technical limitations. In her
role, Moriah said that she communicates with their business clients to ensure that orders are detailed, defined clearly, and
communicated well to the Software Development team.

As you watch Allison, Julie, and Moriah’s video, here are a few questions to think about:


What do Allison, Julie, and Moriah love about their respective jobs?



What is a challenge that they face in their jobs?



Could you see yourself in the Software Development field in the future? Why or why not?



Are you interested in learning more about Programming & Computer Science?

Explore Computer Programming

Write a message using the ASCII Binary!
Just like humans speak different languages, computers do too! One of the more
common languages is ASCII, or, American Standard Code for Information Interchange. ASCII
was developed in the 1960’s to send messages in telegraphs. It uses the binary (meaning 0 or
1) to represent 128 different letters, numbers, symbols, and commands, so that anything can
be communicated using the language. Each character is represented by 8 binary characters,
see the chart on the next page to see.

Using the code chart on the next page, write a message to someone using the
ASCII binary. Be sure to include a variety of letters, numbers, and symbols to make
it tricky for the receiver to decode! When you give them the message, also give
them the code chart so they can decode it and reply to your message. You could
even mail or email a message written in the binary to a classmate who is also
participating in virtual Girls Tech! Remember that each letter/number/symbol is
written with 8 binary characters so when you are decoding, break up the code
into chunks of 8.

To practice, decode the following message before you get started:
01001000010000010101011001000101
00100000
01000110010101010100111000100001

Explore Programming &
Computer Science

Meet the Programming & Computer Science teacher!
Learn about Bram Moreinis

A career educator with a love of technology service-learning, Bram has advanced degrees in teaching and educational
administration from Columbia Teachers College and Instructional Design from the University of Massachusetts. Bram
developed Tech Scouts, a student tech support shop curriculum, for the flagship of the Coalition of Essential Schools
and ran it in four other high schools.
Bram later took a 10-year hiatus from public schooling to form a web development company with students, and later
ran a summer web design program where students upgraded websites for community-based organizations. He brings a
student-centered, project-based, entrepreneurial approach to teaching computer science.

Did you know? Students in this program participate in a variety of hands-on activities:


Web Development students staff a free web redesign clinic, obtaining personal references and
digital portfolio artifacts.



Programming students help maintain an open-source project with peers and mentors, developing
team freelancing skills.



Cybersecurity students offer digital security audits to organizations and individuals, building
business and customer relations skills.

For more information about the Programming & Computer Science program, visit https://btc.bsdvt.org/programs/computerscience/.

